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Introduc4on

Photo: Sanikiluaq Harbour, October 2017, Megan Sheremata

Large-scale changes in salinity of the marine environment of southeastern Hudson Bay date back to the 1970s, when the development
of hydroelectricity began. Interviews with Inuit from the region highlight how the ﬂoa4ng characteris4cs of ringed seals (Pusa hispida)
have changed during this period. Preliminary results of the analysis of these interviews show that, alongside other Inuit knowledge
indicators of salinity change in the region, seals sinking in winter is an important indicator of salinity change.

Background

Inuit knowledge of progressive changes in the sinking of seals in winter since the 1970s
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, as winter inputs of freshwater into James Bay
and southeastern Hudson Bay increased, hunters from Kujjuaraapik observed seals
sinking under sea ice at breathing holes aaer being killed. This had previously only
been observed in spring and summer (outside of estuaries).
“We had never seen that before.” Markoosie Sala, Umiujaq (talking about his 4me
in Kujjuaraapik)

Hydroelectricity development
has shiaed the seasonality of
peak freshwater inputs into
Photo: Salinity monitoring on the Belcher
Islands (Arc4c Eider Society)
southeastern Hudson Bay from
spring to winter. Inuit across the region began to no4ce the eﬀects of this
seasonal shia on the salinity of surface waters, sea ice, and wildlife
(McDonald et al, 1997). Since 2011 the Arc4c Eider Society's CommunityDriven Research Network, in partnership with the University of Manitoba,
has documented the persistence of a fresher layer of water between the
Belcher Islands and the mainland.

Through the 1980s, hunters observed seals sinking to progressively deeper levels in
winter. In the early 1980s seals sunk to just below the surface. But by the late
1980s, seals sunk to the point where they were no longer visible.
Hunters note that with when dominant winds are from the north, the water is
sal4er and seals more readily ﬂoat, depending on the proximity to James Bay.

(Source: 2017 & 2018 interviews)

1980s: Kujjuaraapik & Umiujaq

Other Inuit knowledge indicators of salinity
changes in southeastern Hudson Bay

Seals sink to progressively deeper levels in winter

Inukjuak

The Northern Village of Umiujaq is established in
1986 by residents of Kujjuaraapik - many of
whom leave Kuujjuaraapik to distance
themselves from the eﬀects of salinity changes

Observa4ons of changes in how seals sink and ﬂoat have occurred
alongside numerous other indicators of salinity change (Source: 2017
& 2018 interviews).
‘Sea ice suddenly became very
bri`le. One day I looked back
and the ice was breaking
underneath, and falling away
behind my skidoo. Even though
it was thick.’ Noah Inukpuk,
Umiujaq

Photo: Ringed seal, Kelvin Aitkin

Methods

• Preliminary research visits in 2016 & 2017
• Community visits in 2017 to conduct semi-directed
interviews with elders and younger hunters, using
par8cipatory mapping methods.
• Qualita8ve and spa8al analysis
• Follow-up visits in 2017 & 2018 to conduct collabora8ve
analysis of interview results with communi4es (to be
completed in winter 2019)
• Involvement of local interpreters and youth research
assistants in interviews and workshops.
• Trip reports following research visits.
• Final repor8ng trips to communi4es in 2020 prior to
publica4on of results.
Inuit knowledge contributors:
Kujjuaraapik: Samwillie Quarak, Alec Tuckatuck, Jimmy Paul
Angatookalook, Victor Tooktoo
Umiujaq: Davidee Niviaxie, Joshua Sala, Alec Sala, Willie Kamarluk,
Noah and Annie Inukpuk, Markoosie Sala, Alicee Tooktoo, Charlie
Kamarluk, Zach and Dorah Niviaxie, Alec Niviaxie, ChrisDne and
Willie Anorak, and one anonymous individual
Sanikiluaq: Joe Arragutaina, Lucassie Takatak, Peter Ka`uk,
Johnny Kavvik,
Charlie Takatak, Johnassie Inuktaluk, Johnny
Kudluarok, Lucassie Ippak, Johnassie Ippak, Philipoosie
Arragitainaq, Peter Qavvik, and Puasi Ippak
Inukjuak: Abraham Kusudluak, Simionie Ohaituk, Davidee
Nastapoka, Charlie Eliasiapik, Eliassie Weetaluktuk, Sakariasie
Paulusie, Johnny Mina, Peter Echalook, Nellie Nastapoka, and Josie
Nastapoka

Seasonal cycles of ringed seal ﬂoa4ng characteris4cs
Seals accumulate a thick blubber layer
throughout the summer that helps them ﬂoat
in saltwater from fall through late winter. That
seals ﬂoat on saltwater in winter helps hunters
to retrieve them, making winter an ideal 4me
for seal hun4ng.
In spring and summer seals do not ﬂoat, and it
is more diﬃcult for hunters to retrieve them. In
freshwater and in estuarine environments,
where there are large freshwater inputs from
river water and ice melt, seals do not ﬂoat aaer
being killed at any 4me of year.
(Source: 2017 & 2018 interviews).
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Sea ice indicators
• Brimleness
• Cracking pamerns
• Texture more slippery
• Colour
• Transparency of ice
• Density/hardness
• Freezing over of allyear polynyas
• Morphological
features of mel4ng ice
• Rela4ve diﬀerences in
salinity between
diﬀerent currents

References:

Sea water indicators
• Taste and smell (in
prepared food,
shellﬁsh, of mist
when travelling by
boat)
• Availability of
saltwater when
collec4ng (for
medicine, cooking)
• Salt residues on
equipment
• Irritability of
saltwater in eyes

In the late 1990s, hunters in Umiujaq no4ce seals
sinking in winter at saltwater hun4ng sites

2000s to present: Sanikiluaq & Inukjuak
Kuujjuaraapik

‘When sea ice becomes
like clearwater ice, it
melts in long icicles.’ Alec
Tuckatuck, Kujjuaraapik

A fresher surface water later overlays sal4er water in winter –
something that used to only occur in spring and summer.
(Adapted from Eastwood, 2018)

This study of Inuit knowledge was ini4ated by the communi4es of
Sanikiluaq, Inukjuak, Umiujaq, and Kuujjuaraapik to complement
oceanographic research with the iden4ﬁca4on of Inuit knowledge
indicators of environmental change.
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Since the early - mid 2000s, hunters on the
Belcher Islands observe seals sinking in winter,
along with other indicators of salinity changes

In Inukjuak, some hunters have no4ced seals
sinking in winter at saltwater hun4ng sites in the
past 5 – 10 years, along with other indictors of
changes in salinity
Seal diet changes have been noted in stomach
contents in Sanikiluaq and Inukjuak, with fewer
cod or capelin, and more shrimp

(Source: 2017 & 2018 interviews)

Satellite image: MODIS Land Rapid Response Team, NASA/GSFC, April 9, 2002

Next steps:
CollaboraDve analysis workshops in
Umiujaq in January, 2019

ConDnue to examine Inuit knowledge
of salinity changes on seal prey,
trophic feeding ecology, and body
condiDon
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